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	If you are reading this book, there is a good chance you have heard of Google and its
	powerful office productivity suite, Google Apps. Google offers search, email, word
	processing, and hundreds of other cloud applications and services that can be available
	to the individual and can scale all the way up to massive corporations and governments.
	As one of Google’s most popular services, Google Apps offers some of the best online
	office products available and is an excellent example of web-based applications that
	out perform legacy desktop software.


	This book is about Google Apps Script, which is a service that runs from Google Apps,
	like Sites and Documents. Google Script is extremely powerful when automating many
	of the tasks required by day-to-day spreadsheet operations, but it also scales up to
	provide a complete application platform. If you are coming from a Microsoft Office
	direction, you can think of it as the macros for Google Documents, but unlike simple
	macros in MS Office, Google Script has a mature online editor with all the features one
	would expect in a development platform. Unleash Google Script’s user interface capability
	and you can create entire data driven websites and applications that run across
	most modern browsers, including mobile.


	In addition to the integrated development environment (IDE), Google Script comes
	complete with a manager for organizing scripts, built-in debugging, auto code completion,
	timed event triggers, and automated revisioning to name a few features. What
	really caught this author’s attention was that everything is web-based. There is no need
	to download and configure a code editor or transport development files from computer
	to computer, wasting time resynchronizing files and reconnecting libraries. Simply sign
	into your Google account and start creating. Google Scripts are written in the JavaScript
	language version 1.8/ECMA 262 (3rd Edition), so there is no need to compile the code,
	making application development very fast.
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Measuring Information Systems Delivery QualityIdea Group Publishing, 2006
After years of experience with building systems, the information systems (IS)
community is still challenged by systems delivery, that is, planning the implementation
project, determining system features and requirements, sourcing and
deploying the software, and managing its evolution. High-quality systems are
still elusive. Yet...
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Full-Chip Nanometer Routing Techniques (Analog Circuits and Signal Processing)Springer, 2007

	At 90 nm, wires account for nearly 75% of the total delay in a circuit. Even more insidious, however, is that among nearly 40% of these nets, more than 50% of their total net capacitance are attributed to the cross-coupling capacitance between neighboring signals. At this point a new design and optimization paradigm based on real wires is...
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Agile Software Development: Best Practices for Large Software Development ProjectsSpringer, 2009

	Software Development is moving towards a more agile and more flexible approach. It turns out that the traditional "waterfall" model is not supportive in an environment where technical, financial and strategic constraints are changing almost every day. But what is agility? What are today’s major approaches? And especially: What...
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Advances in Knowledge Discovery and Management: Volume 4 (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	This book is a collection of representative and novel works done in Data Mining, Knowledge Discovery, Clustering and Classification that were originally presented in French at the EGC'2012 Conference held in Bordeaux, France, on January 2012. This conference was the 12th edition of this event, which takes place each year and which is now...
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HCI Beyond the GUI: Design for Haptic, Speech, Olfactory, and Other Nontraditional InterfacesMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
As technology expands and evolves, one-dimensional, graphical user interface (GUI) design becomes increasingly limiting and simplistic. Designers must meet the challenge of developing new and creative interfaces that adapt to meet human needs and technological trends. HCI Beyond the GUI provides designers with this know how by exploring new ways to...
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Web Design: Introductory Concepts and Techniques (Shelly Cashman)Course Technology PTR, 2008

	This third edition explains the connection between a detailed design plan that considers audience needs, site purpose, and various technical issues of a successful Web site. Written for an introductory course, the text offers a variety of challenging written and hands-on activities at the end of each chapter that test comprehension, build Web...
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